




1. Introduction 





•    action taken to preserve  

     and/or restore 

 
      and to ensure the SSS 

       security vs theft, safety vs mishandling    

      and    

      survival vs disasters 





 respect for the original 







 The painting conservation laboratory working on various works on art: retables, polychrome, 

prints 



Selected trainees from other museums, conserving 

and restoring works of art 

At the painting conservation lab, conservation and 

restoration of the "una bulaquena " painting by Juan Luna, 

declared as National Cultural Treasure 

NM conservator conducting wet 

cleaning on an heirloom textile 

consolidating a painting on 

canvas using natural 

consolidant 

National museum conservators restoring  easel 

paintings on canvas 

restoration of 15th century ceramics (porcelain) 



Pasig City Science High School and Malayan High 
School of Science students participating in the 
conservation of Rizaliana textile collection.  

Demo on handheld  x-ray fluorescence spectrometer with the 
Valenzuela Science High School and the Manila Science High School 



Mandaluyong Science High School 
listening attentively on the conservation 
of metal objects. 

Demo on paper conservation with Makati Science High 
School and Philippine Science High School students 











2. Conservation  
   a multi-disciplinary task 



Painting Conservator 
Mural Painting Conservator 
Paper Conservator 
Wood Conservator 
Stone Conservator 
Textile Conservator 
Ceramics/ Ivory Conservator 
Metal Objects Conservator 
Mixed Media  



 Dr. Angie Atienza  doing  light cure on filler 



Ivory Sculpture “Venus” 





Our Lady of the Apocalypse, Pasig Church 



 Cheek Fadriquela analyzing xray of wood 
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Jun Concepcion  restoring the murals of San Beda Chapel 





 Mauro Alvarez of the National  Museum 





























VARNISHING to Protect the artwork from light damage 



Cleaning  before Varnishing 





 Microbiologist Mike Bahrani and Chemists Maita Reyes and Grace Macalincag 



 Julian “JOE” Tongson, doing  pigment analysis in aid of authentication 





EROSION WITH  CRACKS, TEARS,  

CHIPPING OFF PAINTS 

INSECT TUNNELING MARKS WITH LIVE 

TERMITES 
BULGING, FLAKING PAINT LAYERS 

FADING, LOSS OF DETAILS 



3. Art Objects  
Problems in a Tropical Environment 



  More common conservation problems in the Philippines 







 Acids slowly eat 

paper  & canvas fibers 

 

 

They become brittle 

Then brown 

Then powdery 

Then start to disintegrate 

 



  



  



  





5. Methodology of Treatment 



consider an artwork  
as a patient  

in need of treatment 



Patient 
 







different cases  > different treatments 











Leaf casting Macine at the Lopez Museum 



   1. Cleaning 

2. Chemical Stabilization: Removal of Acids & Molds  

3. Physical Reinforcement   

4. Aesthetic Unity  (optional) 

   5. Protection















Lining of a painting at the UST Lab by Consultant Maita Reyes assisted by Art Conservators Dahl Reyes and Leni Firmacion 





















v. Case Studies 





 

“The Foundation of the University of Santo     

  Tomas by Archbishop Benavides” 

   By Don Alejandro Celis, 1911; size: 3 m x 1.96 m 

     July 29, 2009 – January 22, 2010 



 
“The Foundation of the University of Santo Tomas by Archbishop Benavides” 

By Don Alejandro Celis, 1911; size: 3 m x 1.96 m 

July 29, 2009 – January 22, 2010 



 
“The Foundation of the University of Santo Tomas by Archbishop Benavides” 

By Don Alejandro Celis, 1911; size: 3 m x 1.96 m 

July 29, 2009 – January 22, 2010 





        Test for Acidity         Microbial Analysis 



UV Light test for under painting  Pigment Analysis 



Preliminary Cleaning 

 Reinforcement with RK0 
Japanese Tissue 























 ABSTRACT 
 

  The conservation of paintings at the UST museum is the main thrust of the UST Conservation Laboratory 
located at the Thomas Aquinas Research Center (TARC) of the University of Santo Tomas (UST) Manila, 
Philippines.  Conservation is focused on how to deal with molds and acids – the more common causes of 
deterioration in a hot humid environment. The methodology for treatment is based on generally accepted 
conservation principles and practices adapted to Philippine setting.  The treatment procedure developed by 
this writer is simplified in five (5) basic steps, viz.: cleaning, chemical stabilization, physical reinforcement, 
aesthetic unity and protection.  

 Prior to treatment, the condition of the artwork is assessed through careful physical examination with the aid 
of tools and instruments. Available information about the object, such as, its provenance, its environment, 
previous restoration done, etc. are noted and verified.  

 Cost estimate of treatment is facilitated through a one-page Assessment Form, the template of which was 
prepared by this writer. It contains sections to fill in data about the object, its condition, recommendations for 
analysis and treatment, materials needed, schedule of fees. etc. 

 Treatment options are studied carefully before attempting any intervention. The value of the object versus the 
cost of treatment, and more importantly, the prognosis, are considered in making a decision.  

 At the UST Conservation Laboratory (Lab), an artwork is compared to a patient in need of treatment, and Lab 
the as the clinic or hospital where treatmen is applied. Depending on the condition of the patient and the type 
of problems encountered, there are cases referred to the emergency room (ER), to the outpatient department 
(OPD) and/or for confinement in a hospital. To date, all these cases have been handled at the Lab since it went 
full blast sometime in 2005. 
 




